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NATIONAL TAXI ASSOCIATION AND COMFORTDELGRO TAXI
FORM TRAINING COMMITTEE FOR CABBIES;
TARGET 10,000 CABBIES FOR DIGITAL TRAINING
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Today, the National Taxi Association (NTA) and ComfortDelGro Taxi signed a

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to form a Training Committee for Cabbies to
provide relevant digital training so that they can keep up with technological changes and
seize opportunities in the industry.
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The taxi industry has undergone rapid digital transformation over the last few years.

As commuters rely lesser on street hail and cash payments, cabbies must know how to
make use of relevant apps and other technological tools to find passengers to secure
passenger bookings and locate passengers, collect payment of fare, pay for parking,
transact with taxi operator, rent taxi vehicles, and navigate around the island in the most
efficient manner. The Training Committee will help raise awareness on job opportunities
created by technology, gather feedback about current training plans, identify training gaps
required to seize those opportunities and facilitate cabbies to attend training.
First Step is to Send 10,000 Cabbies for a Customised SFDW Course by 2020
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For a start, ComfortDelGro Taxi has committed to sending 10,000 cabbies for a

customised SkillsFuture for Digital Workplace (SFDW) course, which is supported by
early partners NTUC’s e2i (Employment and Employability Institute) and NTUC
LearningHub (NTUC LHUB). SFDW is part of a national initiative by SkillsFuture
Singapore (SSG) to help equip Singaporeans with the mindset and basic functional skills
to prepare for the future economy.
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Initiated by NTA, some 150 taxi leaders have attended the SFDW pilot classes1

and provided relevant feedback to NTUC LHUB and ComfortDelGro Taxi. The curriculum
was designed to focus on hands-on learning so that participants can easily apply what
they learnt to their work. Taking in feedback from the pilot classes, the customised course
that ComfortDelGro cabbies will go through has been updated and enhanced to include
the learning of the various ComfortDelGro Taxi Apps, its Cabby Portal and Mobile Data
Terminal (MDT). Cabbies will be sent for training by batches, and 10,000 of them are
expected to complete the SFDW course by 2020.
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Cabby Pek Ban Choon, 60, said, “I’m glad I went for the course. Not only did I learn

more about the ComfortDelGro Driver App and the MDT but also how to use other apps
such as Waze and Parking.sg. By learning how to use these apps, I am better equipped
as a cabby to take on more jobs and earn more.”
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“New technologies will upend and influence the way we work and live, and training

is key to enhance and strengthen the employability of our workforce. e2i will support the
Training Committee to identify gaps of cabbies and recommend relevant training to help
them scale the digital learning curve. As the cabbies pick up foundational digital skills
through the SFDW training to become familiar with common digital touchpoints and
acquire digital literacy, the increased confidence and ability to leverage technology will
help in enhancing their wages,” said Mr Gilbert Tan, CEO of e2i.
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"NTUC LearningHub is excited to be an early partner with the NTA in rolling out

the pilot phase and now, with the Training Committee to expand the programme to more
drivers. The pace of change in the taxi industry has been swift, but taxi companies have
been adapting by rolling out new digital initiatives. As the industry transforms, taxi drivers
themselves will need to learn new digital skills to stay competitive. The commitment by
ComfortDelGro Taxi to send 10,000 of its drivers for the SFDW programme is a big step
1

The pilot classes were conducted by NTUC LHUB and taught applications such as Parking.sg, e-payments
methods, and trialed the use of blended learning in the training.

forward for its cabbies. We have worked closely with ComfortDelGro Taxi to customise
the programme to focus on hands-on learning that cabbies can immediately apply to their
work. We look forward towards this transformation in the next two years", said Mr Kwek
Kok Wong, Chief Executive Officer of NTUC LearningHub which is one of SSG’s
appointed SFDW Programme Partners.

Training Allowance for Cabbies
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Training is a challenge for cabbies. Being self-employed, cabbies have to forego

opportunities to make money when they attend training. Thus, NTUC’s e2i and
ComfortDelGro Taxi will be providing training allowance to defray some of the opportunity
cost borne by cabbies. As a show of the strong bipartite partnership between the taxi
operator and the taxi association, ComfortDelGro Taxi will also provide additional
allowance support for cabbies who are NTA members.
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Mr Ang Wei Neng, Chief Executive Officer of ComfortDelGro Taxi said, “We are

happy to collaborate with NTA and the early partners – NTUC’s e2i and LHUB – in
equipping our cabbies with digital skills that are relevant to their everyday driving. We are
also more than happy to help defray the opportunity cost for our cabbies. Mobile
applications have become so prevalent in the ride-hailing industry that it is important that
our cabbies learn how to use them. For example, we have a ComfortDelGro Driver App
that cabbies can use to bid for booking jobs even when they are not in the taxis. Learning
how to use the app, the MDT and the Cabby Portal will help our cabbies become more
tech savvy and aware of job opportunities that digital skills can bring."
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Mr Ang Hin Kee, Assistant Director-General of NTUC and Advisor of NTA

concluded, “To attract our taxi drivers to attend training, we need to balance the
opportunity cost with the ability to better seize future job opportunities. Thus, we
appreciate the additional allowance support from ComfortDelGro Taxi to help encourage
more taxi drivers to go for training. Close to half of the taxi drivers are age 60 and above.

It is important that they recognise the importance of being updated with practical and
useful digital knowledge. We will continue to work with our partners to ensure that the
training courses are bite-sized, useful and easy for them to adapt to their work. Through
the Training Committee, other training initiatives can be explored and rolled out to help
our drivers navigate a rapidly transforming industry.”

About National Taxi Association
Formed on 26 June 2010, the National Taxi Association (NTA) is an association for all
Taxi Drivers in Singapore. We currently have some 21,000 members. NTA’s objectives
are to be the unified voice for Taxi Drivers in furthering their interests and to enhance the
social and economic well-being of Taxi Drivers. For more information, please visit
www.nta.org.sg
About ComfortDelGro Taxi
ComfortDelGro is one of the world’s largest land transport companies with a total fleet
size of about 43,000 buses, taxis and rental vehicles. Headquartered in Singapore, the
Group also has operations in Australia, the United Kingdom, China, Ireland, Vietnam and
Malaysia. In Singapore, ComfortDelGro operates about 12,000 taxis.
About NTUC Learning Hub (LHUB™)
NTUC LearningHub was corporatised in 2004 with the vision of transforming the lifelong
employability of working people. We work with both corporate and individual clients and
provide training in areas such as Infocomm Technology, Soft Skills & Literacy, Workplace
Safety & Health, Security, HR, Leadership and Service Excellence; staying relevant to
industry and provide engaging, meaningful training for learners.
Till date, LHUB™ has helped 16,700 organisations, and trained workers in Singapore
with more than 2 million training places across 600 courses, with a pool of 1,300 certified
trainers. As a Total Learning Solutions provider to organisations, we also forge
partnerships and provide a wide range of relevant end to end training solutions and work
constantly to improve our training quality and solutions.
We seek to maintain relevancy by linking up with learning communities, keeping track of
new trends in learning like mobile and e-learning as well as improve our training methods
with innovation and technology in order to be relevant to industry and provide engaging,
meaningful training for learners.
To find out more on our courses, please visit www.ntuclearninghub.com
About e2i (Employment and Employability Institute)
e2i is the empowering network for individuals and companies seeking skills and solutions
for growth. Since 2008, e2i has assisted more than 600,000 working people through our
career guidance, professional development, and job matching services. With an extensive
network of partners, e2i offers hiring, training and productivity solutions to businesses.
We are an initiative of the National Trades Union Congress (NTUC), supported by the
Singapore Workforce Development Agency (WDA). For more information, please visit
www.e2i.com.sg.

